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NEW PRODUCT INNOVATION

Difficult Repairs 
Deserve Quality Parts.

STRONG WELDS. HEAVY GAUGE. OE MATERIALS.
OE Quality & Fit at a Great Price.



HEATER HOSE ASSEMBLIES

Perform a difficult repair more confidently with superior parts.

Replacing heater hose assemblies can be compli-
cated. When you’re going to invest the time to 
do it right, make sure you don’t compomise the 
job with parts that don’t measure up. Some after-
market replacement parts are made with inferior 
construction and inconsistent crimping. Install 
one of these and you run the risk of a comeback.

Now you have an alternative: Introducing OE- 
Exact replacement Heater Hose Assemblies from 
Gates. They are equivalent to the original part, 

fit correctly and are available at significant 
savings compared to the OE dealer.

Gates hose assemblies are manufactured with 
heavy-gauge steel tubing, tough welds and OE 
exact hose material for high resistance to failure 
from corrosion, rust and vibration. Everything 
you need for a complete repair is included in one 
assembly – and fit, form and function are identical 
to the original. Installation is accurate so you can 
keep profits high and comebacks low.
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Gates weld. Competitor’s weld.Gates OE-equivalent bend 
for full coolant flow.

Inferior bend reduces 
coolant flow.

For more information about Gates Heater Hose Assemblies please contact your Gates Sales Representative.

Gates hoses are manufactured with tough OE materials, such as Aramid, when required for the OE part. Other 

suppliers may use less robust material, which does not provide the same strength or temperature resistance. 

There’s an easy way to be sure you’re getting the best: choose Gates OEM-quality replacement parts every time.


